Neural and peripheral markers of reward during positive social evaluation are associated with less clinician-rated depression symptom severity in adolescence
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ABSTRACT

Although blunted sensitivity to reward is thought to play a key role in promoting risk for depression, most research on this topic has utilized monetary reward paradigms and focused on currently depressed adults. To address this issue, we analyzed neural reward and β-endorphin data from the Psychobiology of Stress and Adolescent Depression (PSY SAD) Study, which recruited a well-characterized sample of adolescent girls at high vs. low risk for major depressive disorder (MDD) (N = 52, Mages = 14.90, SD = 1.35) based on their mothers’ lifetime history of MDD. As hypothesized, greater striatal activity while receiving positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation was associated with lower depression symptom severity as independently assessed by the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia (K-SADS). This association was present for girls at high but not low risk for MDD, suggesting that this neural response may represent a pre-clinical marker of risk for depression. Consistent with these results, higher post-social evaluation levels of a peripheral marker of reward sensitivity, β-endorphin, were related to lower clinician-rated depression symptom severity. Together, these results indicate that neural and peripheral markers of responsivity to social reward are both related to depression severity, which may have implications for understanding the pathophysiology of depression.

1. Introduction

Depression is one of the most common and costly of all disorders [1–3]. Depression also continues to grow in prevalence [2–4], with rates having increased notably over the past two decades in a variety of demographic groups, with the largest increases being evident for adolescents [5]. It is well known that women become twice as likely to develop depression as men following the pubertal transition [6–8]. Despite this well-known increase in risk, however, our understanding of processes that underlie risk for depression in adolescent girls is poor.

One factor that may be particularly important for understanding risk for depression in adolescent girls is social evaluation [9–11]. Social evaluation can serve as a reward (e.g., a compliment from a peer) or a stressor (e.g., being criticized) [12]. Social stressors (e.g., negative social evaluation) robustly predict increased depression symptom severity [13, 14] as well as overall biological and clinical functioning [15,16]. Animal model work has implicated social stressors in the development of depression [17,18]. Fear of social evaluation, in the context of both positive and negative social interactions, may affect risk for depression [19,20], and prior research has examined how negative social evaluation relates to depression [21,22].

In contrast to the work on negative social evaluation, much less is known about the role that positive social evaluation (e.g., praise from a peer) plays in depression (c.f. [23]). A fear of social evaluation might be expected to blunt reward-related neural activity and experiences of reward in what would otherwise be rewarding positive social...
interactions. Additionally, individual differences in reward preferences should be considered. Although positive evaluation may be rewarding for some, individuals who fear evaluation may be less likely to experience positive feedback as a reward [24,25].

Research on reward sensitivity in depression may provide clues for understanding how neural and peripheral responses to positive social evaluation are related to depression symptoms. Notably, depressed individuals show less activity in the striatum—specifically, the nucleus accumbens (NAcc), caudate nucleus, and putamen, which are known to be critical for experiences of reward—during monetary reward tasks [26–29]. Reward sensitivity has been implicated in several disorders [30–33], and reward hyposensitivity, which is a key factor in anhedonia [34], is thought to be a core characteristic of depression [28,35]. Although historically, anhedonia has been viewed as a key symptom of depression [36], recent research suggests that anhedonia is best thought of as risk factor for the development of depression, as anhedonia has been found to be present prior to the onset of a major depressive episode (MDE) [37,38].

Several studies have shown that children who have not yet experienced a MDE, but who have at least one parent with a history of depression, exhibited blunted reward responsivity to monetary reward [29,39–41]. For example, a maternal history of depression was shown to be associated with a blunted reward response in adolescent girls who were not yet depressed [42]. However, most of this research has been conducted using monetary rewards paradigms that do not include social cues or interactions. Given that there are gender differences in how monetary and social reward are represented in the brain (i.e., female participants exhibit equal activation to monetary and social rewards whereas male participants had greater activation for monetary reward) [43], and that positive social evaluation has been found to be associated with lower depression symptom severity in women [44], investigating how positive social evaluation is processed at the neural level is critical for better understanding how and why depression develops among adolescent girls.

In terms of peripheral biology, experiencing reward has been found to upregulate circulating levels of the endogenous opioid β-endorphin [45,46]. If depression is associated with atypical reward processing during positive social evaluation, then depression should relate to a decrease in β-endorphin levels from pre- to post-social evaluation. Prior research has found that depression is associated with differences in β-endorphin levels [47–50]; however, results have been mixed, as prior studies have found both elevated and decreased β-endorphin levels in depression (for a review, see Ref. [51]). To date, no studies have examined how depression symptom severity relates to β-endorphin levels following positive social evaluation in adolescent girls.

1.1. Present study

In sum, despite research showing that social stressors are related to greater depression symptom severity (e.g. Ref. [10]), and evidence that blunted sensitivity to monetary reward is associated with depression [28,41,52–54], how neural and peripheral markers of social reward responsivity are related to depression in adolescence is unknown. To address this gap, we examined the extent to which risk for depression and current depression symptom severity were associated with differences in striatal activity to positive social evaluation and β-endorphin output following positive social reward in the context of the Psychobiology of Stress and Adolescent Depression (PSY SAD) Study [55]. We hypothesized that both risk for depression (i.e., having a positive maternal history of depression) and current depressive symptoms would be related to blunted striatal activity during positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation, as well as to blunted β-endorphin output following an acute, laboratory-based experience of social evaluation. Moreover, we expected to find that only the girls who have a mother with a history of MDD (i.e., the high-risk girls) would exhibit an association between current depressive symptoms and blunted striatal activity during positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation. This is because we view both maternal history of MDD and blunted neural sensitivity to social reward (i.e., anhedonia) as contributing risk factors for depression. As anhedonia has been found to serve as a pre-clinical risk marker for depression, it is possible that these two factors may confer a greater risk for depression when they are present concurrently.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Participants in the PSY SAD Study (N = 52, M_age = 14.90, SD = 1.35) were recruited from online advertisements, flyers posted in community locations, social media posts, word of mouth, and announcements made at middle and high schools in the greater Los Angeles area [55]. Inclusion and exclusion criteria included age between 12 and 16 years old, English-speaking, right-handed, not claustrophobic, free of bodily metal (except dental fillings) and other contraindications for MRI, living with their biological mother, and have no current or past history of any Diagnostic and Statistical Manual-IV (DSM-IV) Axis I disorder. We focused on this age range because it is a critical developmental period when risk for major depressive disorder (MDD) increases significantly but before most adolescent girls experience their first MDE [56]. In addition, girls must not have had any recent alcohol or substance use or dependence, not have been pregnant as verified with a pregnancy test, and not have had any history of head trauma or a learning disability. Finally, girls had to be free of past or current inflammatory illness (e.g., multiple sclerosis, lupus), major sleep disturbance (e.g., insomnia), tobacco use, prescription drug use, excessive caffeine use (i.e., >8 cups/day), or a body mass index of ≥30, all of which are confounds for peripheral markers [57]. Seven girls were excluded from fMRI analyses due to excessive motion (see below), leaving a final sample size for MRI analysis of 45.

2.2. Materials and procedure

Interested mothers and daughters completed a phone screening and, if eligible, completed an in-person intake session. First, written informed consent and assent was obtained from mothers and daughters, respectively. Then, mothers and daughters were screened separately by trained diagnostic interviewers (all trained by GMS) to ensure they met all of the inclusion criteria, did not meet any of the exclusion criteria, and ascertain the daughter’s maternal risk group, which was classified as either low-risk (i.e., mothers with no MDEs; N = 30) or high-risk (i.e., mothers with at least one MDE; N = 22) [55].

Depression symptom severity was evaluated in the daughters using the Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School Aged Children- Present and Lifetime Version (K-SADS-PL) [58]. Severity scores represent the sum of all symptoms (0 = no information; 1 = not present; 2 = sub-threshold; 3 = threshold); given that 23 symptoms were assessed, the maximum depression symptom severity score was 69. In addition to assessing depression symptomatology, the K-SADS provided scores for mania, psychotic disorders, generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder, and eating disorders. Daughters with a lifetime history of any of these disorders were excluded. In turn, mothers were assessed using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV
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(SCID-IV) [59] and Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) to determine their lifetime history of depression [60]. Afterward, daughters completed a 10-min video-recorded interview about their upbringing, opinions, feelings, and autobiographical memories in absence of their mothers (for complete procedural details, see Ref. [55]).

A second, 3.5-h fMRI session was scheduled within approximately 1 month of the initial session (median = 26.5 days). During this second session, blood was drawn at multiple times to assess β-endorphin levels 55 min before a social evaluation stressor (T1; baseline), and 35 min (T2; post-evaluation) and 65 min (T3; not analyzed) after the social evaluation stressor. 3 mL of blood was drawn into an EDTA Vacutainer Tube, immediately placed on ice, and then transferred by the end of each study session to the UCLA Center for Pathology Research Services, which centrifuged the samples for 15 min at 3000 RPMs. Extracted plasma was divided into 1 mL aliquots and frozen at −80 °C until assays were performed by the Olvera-Alvarez Lab. Plasma concentrations of β-endorphin were measured using the Human Neuropeptide Panel (catalog #HNPMAG-35K) from Luminex Corporation (Austin, USA). The lower limit of detection was 85 pg/mL. All controls were within the expected range. The inter-assay CV was 7.40%.

In addition, the daughters completed self-report questionnaires assessing current mood and social perceptions, including the Profile of Mood States (POMS) [61]. Before entering the fMRI scanner, the daughters were introduced to “another participant” (actually a confederate) and told that the person was a participant completing a related study. The confederate was always a female, college-aged research assistant who dressed and acted like a slightly older adolescent. The confederate was thus believable a participant who created an experience of social-evaluative threat for the daughter during the fMRI task.

To complete this task, both the daughter and confederate were taken to the MRI scanner control room. They were then told that they would be completing a task based on “social impressions” (i.e., the social evaluation task [62,63]. They were reminded of their recorded interview from the first session and then told that the “other participant” (i.e., the confederate) would be viewing and judging their video by clicking on 1 of 24 potential adjectives (one-third positive, one-third neutral, one-third negative) to describe their impression of the participant (Fig. 1). To enhance the believability of this task, the confederate would always ask “How often should I provide a rating?” whilst receiving instructions. The participant was informed that they would be viewing the adjective ratings in real time, when, in reality, all participants watched the same pre-recorded video in which the adjectives were “selected” in pseudorandom order, with a jittered inter-adjective interval (approximately 10 s) and no more than two similarly valenced words clicked consecutively. This task lasted for 10 min. Prior research has shown that this task engages the amygdala [63,64] and increases self-reported feelings of social evaluation and rejection [9], which are common features of depression in youth [65].

After the MRI scan, participants returned to the testing room, where they again completed post-evaluation self-report questionnaires assessing current mood and social perceptions. Finally, participants were fully debriefed and thanked. All procedures were pre-approved by the UCLA Institutional Review Board.

Fig. 1. A screenshot of the social evaluation task that participants saw while in the fMRI scanner. Adolescent girls were led to believe that their previously recorded interview was being watched and evaluated by another participant (actually a confederate). Roughly every 10 s, an adjective was pressed, and participants were asked to rate how they felt from 1 (very bad) to 4 (very good). Depicted is an example of positive social evaluation word being selected.
2.3. fMRI image acquisition

Imaging data were acquired using a Prisma 3.0 T whole-body scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin, New Jersey) at the Staglin One Mind Center for Cognitive Neuroscience at UCLA. High resolution T1-weighted structural images were acquired using a magnetized prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence containing 1.1 mm isotropic voxels, TR/TE/flip angle = 2300 ms/2.95 ms/9°, FOV = 270 mm², 176 slices. Blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) functional images were acquired containing 3 mm isotropic voxels, TR/TE/flip angle = 2000 ms/34 ms/76°, FOV = 208 mm², 48 slices.

2.4. fMRI preprocessing & analyses

Functional and structural MRI data used in univariate (i.e., BOLD activation) analyses were preprocessed using SPM12. Preprocessing included realignment (and unwarp) of functional files, functional centering to (0,0,0) coordinates (translation), functional slice-timing correction, motion correction, functional segmentation and normalization, structural translation, and structural segmentation and normalization. Participants with >3 mm and/or 3° of movement between slices were excluded prior to fMRI analyses. Contrast images for activity were estimated using SPM12.

2.5. Data analysis

Difference scores between the positive minus neutral contrasts were calculated in SPM12, before extraction for analysis in R, version 4.1.1. General linear models were fit to examine relations among clinical depression symptom severity, striatal activity, and β-endorphin when striatal activity or β-endorphin was the outcome, and Poisson regressions were used in models with clinical depression symptom severity (a count variable; the minimum observed score was subtracted from all scores to meet Poisson distribution assumptions) as the outcome. Striatal activity (positive – neutral; standardized as the difference score) and β-endorphin (post-evaluation) were standardized prior to analyses using the scale() function in R, ensuring that incidence rate ratios with clinical depression symptom severity represented the raw increase in clinical depression symptom severity for every one-SD increase in striatal activity or β-endorphin. Outliers were determined using studentized residuals (with any |studentized residuals| > 3 being excluded), and the results below are presented both with and without including outliers.

Masks were created for the striatum from its components (i.e., the caudate nucleus, the putamen, and nucleus accumbens [NAcc]) using the WFU PickAtlas software extension for SPM12 (see Fig. 2). Signal intensities within ROIs were extracted for use in analyses.

Fig. 2. The ROI masks used for fMRI analyses. All four masks were created using the WFU PickAtlas and represent the (A) striatum, (B) nucleus accumbens, (C) putamen, and (D) caudate nucleus.

Analyses using individual ROIs rather than the overall striatum did not alter any of the primary results.
3. Results

Descriptive differences between the high-risk and low-risk groups are reported in Table 1.

3.1. Affect ratings during evaluation

To determine if the girls believed the fMRI-based social evaluation task, they provided an affect rating each time they received social feedback (see Fig. S1). As expected, girls reported greater positive affect when they received positive social evaluation than when they received neutral social evaluation, t(49) = 8.63, p < .001.

3.2. Neural markers of reward

We initially tested whether striatal activity differed while receiving positive vs. neutral social evaluation across the entire sample. Contrary to hypotheses, there was no significant difference in striatal activity between the social evaluation conditions, t(44) = 0.96, p = .339. Notably, however, this lack of an overall difference does not preclude the possibility of individual differences in striatal activity during social evaluation being related to biological or clinical processes.

3.2.1. Neural markers of reward in relation to depression

Our primary analyses examined the extent to which depression risk group, depression symptom severity, and change in self-reported depressed feelings (as assessed by the POMS) across the social evaluation task were related to neural and peripheral markers of reward during social evaluation. We first tested whether striatal activity during positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation differed for low- vs. high-risk girls. Contrary to hypotheses, low-risk girls did not differ from high-risk girls in their striatal responses to positive vs. neutral social evaluation, t(43) = -0.43, p = .668. Similarly, this striatal activity was unrelated to change in self-reported depressed mood (as assessed by the POMS) in response to the social evaluation task (see Table S2).

We next examined whether striatal activity (and its subregions) during positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation related to depression symptom severity (see Table 2). As hypothesized, greater striatal activity during positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation was associated with lower depression symptom severity, B = -0.366, IRR = 0.692, p < .001 (Fig. 3). This association remained significant while controlling for age, race, ethnicity, BMI, and whether the daughters were sick within the prior week. As described in the Supplemental Materials, we conducted sensitivity analyses to ensure that outliers were not driving the aforementioned association. Doing this identified four potential outliers according to studentized residuals. Importantly, however, greater striatal activity during positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation continued to be related to less depression symptom severity even when these outliers were removed, B = -0.385, p < .001. Moreover, imputing 0s using mean replacement produced similar results. Additionally, we found that striatal activity during negative (vs. neutral) social evaluation was not related to depression symptom severity, p = .513 (see Table S1).

Next, we probed for a neural sensitivity to social evaluation by MDD risk group interaction in predicting depression symptom severity. As hypothesized, analyses revealed a significant Striatum × MDD Risk Group interaction, revealing that low striatal activity during positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation was related to depression symptom severity only for high-risk girls, B = -0.601, p < .001 (Fig. 4). This

---

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>High-Risk Girls</th>
<th>Low-Risk Girls</th>
<th>Group Difference p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n = 22</td>
<td>n = 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>14.68 (1.39)</td>
<td>15.07 (1.31)</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>24.87 (6.70)</td>
<td>22.24 (4.51)</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression symptom severity (K-SADS)</td>
<td>26.63 (6.79)</td>
<td>25.08 (3.67)</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mothers’ depressive symptoms (BDI-II)</td>
<td>9.91 (10.41)</td>
<td>4.95 (4.94)</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** K-SADS, Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School Aged Children-Present and Lifetime Version; BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory-II. Demographics are for the entire sample, including those who were excluded from fMRI analyses for excessive movement.

---

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Striatum</td>
<td>NAcc</td>
<td>Putamen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.366</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>-0.519</td>
<td>-0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.257</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>-0.377</td>
<td>-0.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.291</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>-0.406</td>
<td>-0.172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.276</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>-0.428</td>
<td>-0.119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** K-SADS, Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia for School Aged Children-Present and Lifetime Version.

---

Fig. 3. Associations between striatal activity and clinical depression symptom severity. Greater striatal responses to positive vs. neutral social evaluation and clinician-rated depression symptom severity, as assessed by the K-SADS.
symptom severity were associated with post-evaluation levels of depression symptom severity as independently assessed by the clinician-rated K-SADS. Higher levels of β-endorphin following the social evaluation task, β = 0.064, p = .668, were associated with post-evaluation levels of β-endorphin. As hypothesized, however, higher post-evaluation β-endorphin levels were related to less depression symptom severity, B = −0.198, IRR = 0.821 p = .012 (Fig. 5).

3.4. Relation between neural and peripheral reward markers

Finally, we assessed the extent to which striatal activity while receiving positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation was associated with post-evaluation levels of β-endorphin. Contrary to hypotheses, we found that greater striatal activity while receiving positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation was not significantly related to greater post-evaluation β-endorphin, r(39) = 0.281, p = .075. There were no significant correlations between greater activity in the putamen and nucleus accumbens while receiving positive evaluation, ps < .24. However, a positive correlation was observed between activity in the caudate nucleus during positive evaluation and post-evaluation β-endorphin, r(39) = 0.341, p = .029. Importantly, changes in β-endorphin from pre- to post-social evaluation were not significantly related to any striatal activity (including subregions), ps < .103.

As described in the Supplemental Materials, sensitivity analyses separating baseline β-endorphin (pre-evaluation) from social evaluation-related reactivity in β-endorphin (i.e., 35 min post-evaluation minus pre-evaluation) in the same model revealed that baseline β-endorphin was a significant predictor of depression symptom severity, B = −0.197, IRR = 0.821, p = .029, whereas β-endorphin reactivity to social evaluation was not, B = 0.031, IRR = 1.032, p = .696. Moreover, in this model, baseline β-endorphin was a better inverse predictor of depression symptom severity than β-endorphin reactivity, p = .027 (one-tailed), suggesting that pre-social evaluation β-endorphin levels may be more relevant for modulating depression severity than β-endorphin level changes in response to an acute social stressor.

3.5. Alternative analytic approaches

Different analytic approaches such as using a negative binomial model, zero-inflated poisson model, and log-transformed variables in normal models did not alter any of the striatal activity results; in contrast, β-endorphin was unrelated to depression symptom severity when using these alternative analytic approaches (ps > .069). Full details of the alternative analytic approaches can be found in the Supplemental Materials.

4. Discussion

Despite substantial evidence showing that social stressors are strongly related to increases in depression symptoms [10] and the known relation between monetary reward processing and depression [28], little is known about how neural and peripheral responses to social reward are associated with depression risk status and severity in adolescence. To address that gap, we examined neural and peripheral markers of reward during positive and neutral social evaluation in relation to youths’ depression risk status, clinician-rated depression symptom severity, and self-reported depression in the PSY SAD Study. We found that neural activity indicative of reward processing in response to positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation was related to depression symptom severity but not MDD risk group or self-reported feelings of depression. Moreover, we found that blunted neural sensitivity to positive social evaluation was related to depression symptom severity in girls at high risk of developing depression, indicating that blunted neural sensitivity to positive social evaluation may forecast the development of depression in high-risk youth. We also found that a peripheral marker of reward sensitivity, β-endorphin, was significantly...
related to depression symptom severity and marginally related to participants’ neural responses to positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation. In short, therefore, both neural and peripheral markers of reward processing during positive social evaluation were related to youths’ clinician-rated depression symptom severity.

Several studies have examined how positive social interactions differentially affect depressed individuals at a behavioral level [66,67]. This research has generally found that depression is associated with blunted feelings of reward in real or imagined positive social evaluation, as well as with a fear of positive social evaluation (e.g., would request no praise in a public setting) [24,25]. Our results support and extend these behavioral findings, as we found that blunted neural activity indicative of reward in response to positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation was related to depression symptom severity as independently determined by the K-SADS. Whether blunted reward related neural activity is a cause or consequence of fear of positive social evaluation may be a fruitful topic for future research and could be addressed by conducting longitudinal research on this topic.

In addition, to improving our understanding of the neural representation of positive social evaluation, these results help to clarify neural differences associated with risk for depression in a well-characterized sample of adolescent girls who are at high or low risk for MDD, but who have not yet experienced a MDE. Importantly, we found that striatal responses to positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation were related to clinician-rated depression symptom severity only for girls at high risk of developing MDD. Our finding showing that blunted striatal activity during positive social evaluation is related to depression symptom severity thus identifies a neural marker that is associated with heightened pre-clinical risk for MDD. Moreover, in conjunction with depression risk, this blunted neural response to positive social evaluation may be an important prodromal predictor of a developing a MDD—a topic worthy of future investigation.

To date, we know of only one prior study that has examined social evaluative reward-related neural processing in the context of depression. Specifically, Scheckaer et al. [68] showed patients affective and neutral images and found reduced activity in the striatum in response to images of positive social interaction. However, this study did not investigate pre-clinical risk mechanisms as all participants were already depressed. Moreover, Scheckaer et al. (2006) studied adults, not adolescents. The present findings thus replicate and extend Scheckaer et al. (2006) by showing that blunted reward-related neural activity is present and related to depression not only in adults who have experienced at least one MDE but also in adolescent girls who are at high-risk for MDD but who have never been depressed.

None of the girls in the PSY SAD Study had yet experienced a lifetime MDE, but did exhibit some symptoms of depression [55]. As the K-SADS-PL is considered the gold-standard for childhood assessment of psychiatric symptoms [58], finding significant associations between a highly specified brain region and clinician-evaluated symptoms of depression may be useful in extending our understanding of how the brain processes reward, leading to depression. Looking forward, longitudinal research is required to examine if the associations between blunted reward responsivity to social reward and MDD risk predict the subsequent development of MDD.

These findings are consistent with theories of depression which posit that reward processing plays a central role in anhedonia (e.g., Ref. [69]). Additionally, given that none of the girls in this sample had yet experienced a MDE, we believe our findings support the claim that anhedonia may be a risk factor for depression, not simply a symptom [37]. This formulation is supported in so far as we found that despite only the girls at high-risk for depression exhibited a blunted striatal response to positive (vs. neutral) evaluation, they did not differ from low-risk girls with respect to their overall depression symptom severity, as assessed by the K-SADS.

Contrary to hypotheses, positive social evaluation was not related to greater striatal activity as compared to neutral social evaluation. This may be due to the sample characteristics. In particular, because depression is associated with blunted reward processing [28] and the sample included many girls who exhibited one or more symptoms of depression (albeit without having experienced a MDE), the prevalence of depression symptoms in the sample may have reduced our ability to observe a difference in striatal activity during the processing of positive, relative to neutral, social evaluation. Nonetheless, we found that girls reported greater positive affect in response to positive feedback, relative to either neutral or negative feedback.

Despite its known role in neural reward responsivity [46], there is very limited research on how the neural reward system interacts with β-endorphins in the context of depression [70]. Our findings from the PSY SAD Study suggest that while post-evaluation β-endorphins is related to less depression symptom severity, this relationship appears to stem from individual differences in baseline β-endorphin, as we found that baseline β-endorphin levels, but not β-endorphin social evaluation-related reactivity levels, were related to depression symptom severity. However, it should be noted that β-endorphin was not associated with depression symptoms when alternative analytic methods were used (see Supplemental Materials). Therefore, the extent to which β-endorphin is a robust predictor of depression symptom severity requires further study. Additional research is also needed to understand what role, if any, β-endorphin plays in influencing subsequent risk for developing MDD.

This study has several strengths, including the use of a gold-standard instrument for diagnosing MDD in youth (i.e., the K-SADS-PL [58]), analyzing the whole striatum as well as its subregions, conducting sensitivity analyses to evaluate the robustness of results, combining neural and peripheral markers of reward cognition, and sampling well-characterized youth at high risk for MDD who have never had a MDE. However, several limitations should also be noted. First, neither the neural nor peripheral markers of reward examined here related to adolescents’ self-reported feelings of depressed mood; moreover, the reason for the discrepancy between this finding and the fact that both of these markers were associated with youths’ clinician-rated depression symptom severity remains unclear. Second, the present results are cross-sectional, and we did not investigate how these markers predicted subsequent risk for developing MDD. Third, the sample was well-characterized but limited in size, which can reduce the robustness of findings and increase the likelihood of observing spurious associations. This is especially relevant for the interaction observed. Although we cannot rule out the possibility that the moderation of the association between striatal activity and depression by MDD risk group was spurious, as described in the introduction, we believe that this finding is consistent with existing theory. Finally, although the PSY SAD sample is highly diverse (see Ref. [55]), it is still relatively Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic (WEIRD) [71]. Therefore, additional research is needed to understand the generalizability of these results as well as potential cross-cultural differences in how neural and peripheral reward processes vary and are related to depression across different populations.

### 4.1. Conclusion

In conclusion, although social reward processing is hypothesized to play a role in determining risk for MDD, no studies to date have investigated this issue in adolescents using non-monetary reward paradigms. In addressing this issue, we found that positive social evaluation-induced reward activity in the striatum, as well as peripheral marker of reward cognition (i.e., β-endorphin), were both related to exhibiting fewer symptoms of depression as independently assessed by the K-SADS. Moreover, blunted striatal activity to positive (vs. neutral) social evaluation was related to depression symptom severity but only for girls at high risk of developing MDD, suggesting that altered social reward processing may potentially play a role in the etiology of this common and costly disorder. Looking forward, additional research is needed to investigate the predictive utility of these neural and peripheral risk
markers, and to investigate the generalizability of these findings in larger samples and other age groups, populations, and cultures.
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